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Compatibility Review
Arjun Kapoor and Malaika Arora are both water group people. They see things in the same emotional light and want
peace and tranquility in their lives. They greatly dislike any discord, or people getting upset and having a fight over
something. As water group people, Arjun Kapoor and Malaika Arora can feel and understand each other emotionally.
Therefore, they expect and require emotional honesty in a relationship. Their emotions run deep and even though they
can tend to hide their feelings in public, they take emotional dishonesty in a relationship very seriously. Emotional
honesty between them is critical.

Characteristics of Arjun Kapoor and Malaika Arora
Arjun Kapoor's characteristics include being religious, reflexive and placid, and perhaps sometimes a little self-centered
or self-opinionated.
Malaika Arora's characteristics include being freedom loving, investigative and Nature loving, but sometimes can be a
little argumentative or intolerant.
Malaika Arora's strengths bring great value to the relationship. However, Malaika Arora's challenges could become an
issue for the relationship. Overall, there may be great compatibility, but there is not a good match with each other's
characteristic strengths or challenges. As the relationship is pursued, this might help: Being patient is a strength of
Arjun Kapoor's that could help if they find Malaika Arora being a bit argumentative, provided Arjun Kapoor uses that
strength without seeming scattered.

Birthpaths
Both Arjun Kapoor and Malaika Arora are under the same over-riding life principals, called Birthpath, which over time
can offer huge advantages in dealing with the nature and types of life’s challenges. Each of them will go through the
same kinds of experiences in life, just at different times. They can and will come to appreciate the experiences of each
other, having themselves lived through those exact same kinds of issues or challenges over time. Their shared Birthpath
is beautiful.

Arjun Kapoor's + Malaika Arora's Birthpath
Arjun Kapoor and Malaika Arora are a 9 Birthpath, which brings a deep insight into, or understanding of, life in all its
aspects. Mystics call it the number of love, referring to the highest essence of universal and personal love. They can be
prudent, seeing the serious side of life, as well as understanding, and appreciate the ridiculous side. When living up to
their higher nature, they are warm hearted, sympathetic and must minister to humanity. While they have a deep love
of home and home life, their home may be frequently broken up or rendered unpleasant in some way. If that happens
and their negative side shows, they may become materialistic and selfish. They must learn to control any violent temper
in that case, since it would render their home unpleasant to live in. Being the number of love, 9's can sink very low if
their love of self becomes uncontrolled. All 9’s must learn to overcome self, desire and self-love. 9 people are capable
of holding positions of trust and responsibility, and are very intuitive.

Looking Ahead
2020 for Arjun Kapoor
This is a year for spiritual harvest. The 9 cycle year is a spiritual time of examination, review and looking back over the
last eight years. Initially appreciating all that has happened, the time closer to the end of the year involves reflection
and serious self-examination in anticipation of what is to come.

2020 for Malaika Arora
This 2 cycle year can be a time of duality to build on an earlier initiative. The development of that initiative may mean
both foundation building as well as further development of the idea. This can also be a time for furthering associations
with others to help with that growth and development.
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